Fragment korespondencji z członkami MINT na temat II konferencji
organizowanej przez PTTM:

Iga Jaraczewska <ij.akademia.motywacji@gmail.com>

09.05.2011

do Motivational
Dear All,

Some of you may be interested to know that a few weeks ago we have had a second conference on MI in Poland
organised by the Polish Association of MI and one of the main Universities in Warsaw. This time it was on the
system of child welfare and support to families in difficult life situations - problems, effective help and
motivation to change.
We are very, very grateful to both Mary Dugan and Carl Ake who have been kind enough to support us and
came with very interesting presentations. Another great news is that we have had some very interesting Polish
MI presentations! 2 books have been published with many articles on applications of MI to work with children,
adolescents, families.
Hard work but so exciting and so fruitful 
Many thanks to wonderful MINTies and best wishes from sunny Warsaw,
Iga Jaraczewska, PTTM

Mary Dugan przez lists.vcu.edu

10.05.2011

do IAMIT-L
Hello Iga & MINTies!
I have been remiss in acknowledging my hostess at this conference and the wonderful work
going on in Poland with Iga's leadership. The conference was indeed exciting and stimulating.
What Iga has not mentioned is the great work the Polish MI Association is doing. I had the
privilege of meeting several of the original members of the Association as well as some of the
newer members. They now have aproximately 60 members learning and implementing MI in
various sites around their beautiful country. Many of these dedicated individuals travel at
great distances in order to receive ongoing MI training and supervision. While I was there I
was able to provide MI training for some of these folks and a MITI training with a smaller
group of the most advanced MI practitioners. I'm sure I learned as much if not more from
them as they learned.

Iga is to be commended for her efforts and dedication as the first MINTie in Poland. She truly
shows MI Spirit in her mentoring of these (mostly) younger individuals. These women
are insightful and dedicated to helping their clients during the process of change.
I look forward to hearing how MI progresses in Poland and hope to see some of them join Iga
in the MINT organization. Iga, please send my regards and congratulations to the members of
the Association for their ongoing success in sharing MI.
Regards,
Mary

Carl Åke Farbring przez lists.vcu.edu

10.05.2011

do IAMIT-L
Mary says that so well that I have really nothing more to say - just as she did to our Polish
hosts at dinner.
This is the second time I was in Poland, last summer I worked with Melanie Seddon and by
now I have many more enthusistic and good Polish MI friends.
We are withnessing the implegration of MI in a whole "new" country - thanks to Iga of
course and I agree with Mary in commending her not only for her dedication but also for
being MI, that I think is part of the success in the fast growth of MI loving people around her.
Carl Åke

William Miller przez lists.vcu.edu

10.05.2011

do IAMIT-L
Congratulations Iga! You are off to a wonderful beginning with MI in Poland.
Bill

Steve Rollnick przez lists.vcu.edu

10.05.2011

do IAMIT-L
Dear Iga, Mary, Carl Ake and Polish friends,
Close to my heart, this wonderful work you are doing, where people give more than they take.
Thank you so much.

Steve

